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Abstract
Annotated corpora are crucial language resources, and pre-annotation is an usual way to reduce
the cost of corpus construction. Ensemble based pre-annotation approach combines multiple ex-
isting named entity taggers and categorizes annotations into normal annotations with high con-
fidence and candidate annotations with low confidence, to reduce the human annotation time. In
this paper, we manually annotate three English datasets under various pre-annotation conditions,
report the effects of ensemble based pre-annotation, and analyze the experimental results. In
order to verify the effectiveness of ensemble based pre-annotation in other languages, such as
Chinese, three Chinese datasets are also tested. The experimental results show that the ensem-
ble based pre-annotation approach significantly reduces the number of annotations which human
annotators have to add, and outperforms the baseline approaches in reduction of human annota-
tion time without loss in annotation performance (in terms of F1-measure), on both English and
Chinese datasets.

1 Introduction

The current success and widespread use of machine learning techniques for processing human language
make annotated corpora essential language resources. Many popular natural language processing (NLP)
algorithms require large amounts of high-quality training samples, which are time-consuming and costly
to build. One usual way to improve this situation is to automatically pre-annotate the corpora, so that
human annotators need merely to correct errors rather than to annotate from scratch.

Named Entity Recognition (NER), one of the fundamental tasks for building NLP systems, is a task
that detects Named Entity (NE) mentions in a given text and classifies these mentions to a predefined
list of types. Resulted from more than two decades of research, many named entity taggers are pub-
licly available now. Some of the taggers are integrated into NLP workflows based on Service Oriented
Architecture (Ide et al., 2015; Piperidis et al., 2015). And it is well known that multiple taggers can
be combined using ensemble techniques to create a system that outperforms the best individual tagger
within the system (Wu et al., 2003; Speck and Ngomo, 2014). However, only a few studies have been
reported on leveraging ensemble to combine multiple existing taggers to assist named entity annotation.

Lu et al. (2016) introduced ensemble based pre-annotation approach in named entity corpus construc-
tion. They conducted experiments on an English dataset, and the results showed that the ensemble based
pre-annotation approach outperforms the baseline approaches in reduction of human annotation time.

In this paper, we perform a more thorough evaluation on the ensemble based pre-annotation approach.
1) We manually annotate three English datasets under various pre-annotation conditions, report the ef-
fects of ensemble based pre-annotation, and analyze the experimental results. 2) We also manually
annotate three Chinese datasets, to verify the effectiveness of ensemble based pre-annotation in Chinese
language.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we mention related work.
Section 3 describes the experimental setup, followed by experimental results and analysis in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude and discuss future directions in Section 5.
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2 Related Work

Given the importance of annotated corpora to NLP system development, many applications for different
domains have been built in order to assist named entity annotation, using a single tagger (Lingren et al.,
2014; Ogren et al., 2008), or multiple taggers (Ganchev et al., 2007).

The goal of an ensemble learning algorithm is to generate a classifier with a high predictive perfor-
mance by combining the predictions of a set of basic classifiers. Previous work has already suggested
that ensemble learning can be used to improve NER (Wu et al., 2003; Speck and Ngomo, 2014; Florian
et al., 2003; Desmet and Hoste, 2010). Speck and Ngomo (2014) combined four state-of-the-art taggers
by using 15 different algorithms for ensemble learning and evaluated their performance on five datasets.
Their results suggested that ensemble learning can reduce the error rate of state-of-the-art NER systems
by 40%.

We follow Lu et al. (2016) and perform a more thorough evaluation on the ensemble based pre-
annotation. We manually annotate three English datasets and three Chinese datasets, report the perfor-
mance, and analyze the results.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Datasets

All the datasets used in our experiments are publicly available. There are three English datasets, and three
Chinese datasets. From each dataset, 60 articles are selected randomly. From each of the 60 articles, one
sentence is extracted to perform the actual assisted annotation experiments. Sentences containing more
NEs are preferred over ones containing less NEs. Sentences containing no NE will not be extracted. The
three English datasets have been described in Lu et al. (2016). The three Chinese datasets are People’s
Daily (Fu and Luke, 2005), Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 (CTB5) (Xue et al., 2005), and ITNLP1.

3.2 Taggers

Six English NE taggers and three Chinese NE taggers are involved in our experiments. They are all
public available. For outputs of these taggers, only three types are considered in our experiments, namely
Person, Location, and Organization. The English NE taggers are the same as the ones described in Lu et
al. (2016). The Chinese NE taggers are ICTCLAS2 (Liu et al., 2004), FudanNLP3 (Qiu et al., 2013) and
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer4 (Stanford(zh))(Manning et al., 2014).

3.3 Pre-annotators

For the English taggers, the pre-annotator Ensemble(en) which combines six taggers and produces nor-
mal and candidate annotations is used to evaluate the ensemble based pre-annotation approach. One
baseline pre-annotator using a single tagger is denoted as Stanford(en). Another baseline pre-annotator
Stanford(en)+Illinois produces annotations which are union of the outputs of two taggers, namely Stan-
ford(en) and Illinois. No ensemble technique is applied on the pre-annotator Stanford(en) and Illinois.
We choose Stanford(en) and Illinois because they are the best two taggers in terms of F1-measure on the
test datasets.

Similarly, for the Chinese taggers, the pre-annotator Ensemble(zh) combines three taggers. One
baseline pre-annotator using a single tagger is ICTCLAS. Another baseline pre-annotator ICT-
CLAS+Stanford(zh) produces annotations which are union of the outputs of the two taggers.

For the ensemble based pre-annotators (Ensemble(en) and Ensemble(zh)), Weighted Voting (Zhou,
2012) is used to weight the different taggers. The ensemble based pre-annotators learn the weights
incrementally after each sentence in a dataset is annotated by human.

1http://www.datatang.com/data/44067/
2http://ictclas.nlpir.org/ (version 5.0).
3http://nlp.fudan.edu.cn/ (version 2.1).
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml (version 3.6.0).
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Table 1: Assisted annotation experiments. Annotators are assigned to annotate sentences under various
pre-annotation conditions.

Dataset H1 H2 H3

AKSW-News Stanford(en) Ensemble(en) Stanford(en)+Illinois
CoNLL-Test Stanford(en)+Illinois Stanford(en) Ensemble(en)
Reuters-128 Ensemble(en) Stanford(en)+Illinois Stanford(en)

CTB5 ICTCLAS Ensemble(zh) ICTCLAS+Stanford(zh)
ITNLP ICTCLAS+Stanford(zh) ICTCLAS Ensemble(zh)
People’s Daily Ensemble(zh) ICTCLAS+Stanford(zh) ICTCLAS

Table 2: Results of assisted annotation experiments.

Pre-annotator Language Nadd Nmodify Precision Recall F1 Time

Stanford(en) English 0.47 0.16 0.947 0.923 0.935 18.8
Stanford(en)+Illinois English 0.37 0.46 0.942 0.924 0.933 18.7
Ensemble(en) English 0.11 0.67 0.950 0.930 0.940 18.2

ICTCLAS Chinese 1.32 0.08 0.948 0.936 0.942 14.6
ICTCLAS+Stanford(zh) Chinese 0.82 0.91 0.949 0.947 0.948 14.6
Ensemble(zh) Chinese 0.59 0.84 0.951 0.951 0.951 13.3

3.4 Assisted Annotation Experiments

Three human annotators (H1, H2, and H3) participate in our assisted annotation experiments. They are
graduate students in our school, and major in NLP study. After they have annotated some sentences in a
training dataset to get familiar with the Web based UI, each of them has to annotate all of the sentences in
the six datasets. The human annotators are presented with the sentences in the same order (Table 1), but
for different human annotators, each sentence is pre-annotated by different pre-annotators. We carefully
design the experiments, to ensure that each sentence will be pre-annotated by all the pre-annotators, and
will be annotated by all the human annotators.

4 Results and Analysis

The results of assisted annotation experiments under various pre-annotation conditions are presented in
Table 2. After the sentences are pre-annotated by ensemble based pre-annotators (Ensemble(en) and
Ensemble(zh)), human annotators take less annotation time per sentence without loss in annotation per-
formance (in terms of F1-measure), on both English and Chinese datasets.

The Web based UI automaticly records the number of adding actions (Nadd) and number of modifying
actions (Nmodify) when human annotators are annotating. As presented in Table 2, ensemble based
pre-annotation approach significantly reduces the number of adding actions. However, ensemble based
pre-annotation approach introduces more modifying actions, compared to single taggers (Stanford(en)
and ICTCLAS). We will analyze the results in the following.

We utilize linear regression to model the annotation time, where Ttotal is the total time in seconds spent
on a sentence, Ntoken is the number of English tokens or Chinese characters in the sentence, Ttoken is
the time taken on reading an English token or a Chinese character, Nadd is the number of adding actions,
Tadd is the time taken on performing an adding action, Nmodify is the number of modifying actions,
Tmodify is the time taken on performing a modifying action, and additionally, there is Tc seconds of
overhead per sentence.

TTotal = Ntoken · Ttoken + Nadd · Tadd + Nmodify · Tmodify + Tc
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Table 3: Estimated time spent on reading a token, adding a new annotation, modifying an existed anno-
tation, etc.

Language Ttoken Tadd Tmodify Tc

English 0.25 4.79 1.95 7.45
Chinese 0.11 4.22 1.94 1.64

Figure 1: Estimated time taken by human annotators on performing adding and modifying actions on
English (a) and Chinese (b) datasets.

There are 180 sentences in the three English datasets. Each of them is pre-annotated by three pre-
annotators, and then annotated by three human annotators. Finally we get 540 instances. Similarly, from
the experimental results on the Chinese datasets, we get 540 instances. Based on the time model, we get
Ttoken, Tadd, Tmodify, and Tc, as listed in Table 3. As we can see, adding a new annotation takes twice
more time than modifying an existing annotation, both on English and Chinese datasets.

Given a sentence under different pre-annotation conditions, Ntoken · Ttoken + Tc is constant, while
the adding and modifying action time Ta+m = Nadd · Tadd + Nmodify · Tmodify varies. Now, we can
estimate the adding and modifying action time for the different pre-annotation approaches on all the
datasets. From Figure 1, we can see that after the sentences are pre-annotated by ensemble based pre-
annotators, human annotators take less time on performing adding and modifying actions than the two
baseline approaches on all datasets.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluate the effects of ensemble based pre-annotation which combines multiple exist-
ing NE taggers on three English datasets and three Chinese datasets. The experimental results show that
the ensemble based pre-annotation approach reduces the number of adding actions and the total human
annotation time, without loss in annotation performance (in terms of F1-measure). Based on a linear
regression model, we estimate the time taken on performing adding and modifying actions by human an-
notators, and conclude that ensemble based pre-annotation approach reduces the human annotation time
on all datasets. In future work, we will study how different ensemble algorithms affect the performance,
and will try to apply ensemble based pre-annotation approach to other NLP tasks, such as Entity Linking,
Relation Extraction, etc.
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